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Policy Document On Environment and Energy Usage 
 

The Environment and Energy Usage Policy of Unity College of Pharmacy (UCOP) aims to 

manage energy in such a manner that its environmental effect is minimized. The policy suggests 

that renewable energy resources should be explored in order to minimize the government's burden 

and to identify alternative resources as answers to the energy issue. 

This environment and energy policy is obligatory on all components of the institution and applies 

to all stakeholders and the organization's different operations. It will assist us in incorporating 

efficiency and environmental consciousness into our daily actions, allowing us to recognize our 

duties and dedication to natural resource conservation and use. Green Campus Committee is 

dedicated to environmental awareness, green initiatives, and green literacy programs in order to 

conserve energy and safeguard the environment. 

 
Policies: 

 Evaluate our energy use and its environmental effect. 

 To calculate CO2 emissions from our mode of transportation - vehicles. 

 Reduce local air pollution emissions by adopting environmentally friendly vehicles such as 

bicycles, public transit, and pedestrian-friendly streets. 

 Toinstallphotovoltaicsolarpanelsforthegenerationofalternateenergy. 

 To conserve energy, LED lamps will be installed across the campus. 

 To create a system for trash management. 

 To create a rainwater collection device. 

 To organize a tree-planting effort. 

 Taking extra steps to constantly improve our energy usage. 

 Toensuretheavailabilityofnecessaryresourcestoachieveourobjectives. 

 To promote the use of innovative technologies to reduce energy consumption, greenhouse gas 

emissions, and noise, especially from our vehicle fleets. 

 Engage in communication with government agencies, the municipal corporation, and the 



 

affiliating institution, as well as actively work with local groups on environmental, energy 

efficiency, and sustainable development issues. 

 Keep an eye on new environmental and energy challenges and adapt accordingly. To enhance 

our environmental performance through increasing the environmental knowledge and skills of 

our staff and students. 

 Toprovideinformationandtrainingopportunitiesonenergysavingmeasures. 

 To provide chances for workers and students to participate in environmental efforts. 
 
 

 Every year, we teach our staff and students to become 'Go Green Specialists' and collaborators in 

tree planting. 

 
This policy shall be conveyed to students and workers via internal communication channels and 

made accessible to all stakeholders through the institutional website. The Green Campus 

Committee Convener and its members will examine the Environment and Energy Policy, goals, 

and targets on a regular basis, under the leadership of the college's Principal. 
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